
David Kerrison’s new album ORCHESTRA OF THE DEAD
is released (8th March 2022) via movingwaves.com

ORCHESTRA OF THE DEAD is the result of encounters with
various Lucid Dreams in which David entered into what seemed
an alternative existence. Recalling these experiences whilst
composing posed a real challenge as the sonic world of the
dream state is very different from that of the waking state. 
The lack of music in dreams is surprising given that music is a
very big part of daily life for a lot of people. If the content of
dreams generally reflects our everyday activities one would
expect “heard” music to show up in quite a few dreams but this
is simply not the case.

Consisting of three parts, David decided to release part one
ahead of completing the entire project.

Part 1: Ferryman - First encounter
Part 2: Navigator - Full circle 
Part 3: Temple Ghosts - Orchestra of Souls

ORCHESTRA OF THE DEAD brings into existence music first
heard in a lucid dream.
Musically, a sonic journey, the tracks follow David's experiences
within a surreal world. It was here that he first heard orchestral musicians struggling to have their music 
perfected; their emotional tension being clearly evident. Prisoners of their own deeds.
After meetings with a Ferryman conductor their imposed situation became clear. Only if their music be heard 
outside of this phantasmagorical dream purgatory, was there a potential of their release. 
Soon David realised what he could do for them. The Ferryman smiled knowingly, as he pointed the way 
forward.
Awake and still hearing the Orchestra in his mind, David entered his studio.

ORCHESTRA OF THE DEAD Part 1 track listing:
1. SLEEPWALKER
2. END
3. 6FT UNDER
4. FERRYMAN
5. SNAKES
6. PRISONERS

Watch out for additional releases and videos as the project proceeds throughout 2022.
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